Continuous image and electrophysiological recording with real-time processing and control.
Collecting continuous video together with multichannel electrophysiological data and other experimental modalities requires high bandwidth and storage capacities, as well as accurate synchronization to detect correlations between different recorded events. Often, experiments are highly complex, with many variables requiring immediate analysis and feedback during the course of the experiment. In addition, output channels require real-time control with high time resolution. We have explored several approaches to a system that can perform the above functions. The design of our system considered a number of issues, including time intervals between control and acquisition events, longest continuous recording period, data transfer bottleneck considerations, file archiving and format, and real-time display and processing. To demonstrate the system, we describe an experiment for characterizing rapid evoked scattered light changes in neural tissue, in vivo, using simultaneous electronic image acquisition and electrophysiological recording.